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 Chapter 221 my business has nothing to do with Dongfang Mo. 

 

Thinking of this, Mu Ru’s teeth bite very tight, the original colorless lips because of the teeth firmly bite 

the cause of this time is presented dead gray. 

She wanted to rush up and grab Dongfang Yu’s lapel, and then shouted at him with a stern expression, 

why did you carry that Devil Dongfang Mo out? 

She’s all alone now, and who gave her that The collapse of the XI family, the complete collapse of the XI 

family, and the recurrence of her mother’s heart attack… … 

Yes, she did not have much affection for Xi’s Xi family, and she did not have much affection for her 

parents, but in the end, Xi’s Xi family existed, when her parents existed, how much she still had a home 

ah? 

And Now She’s a displaced orphan, someone no one remembers, someone no one cares about, 

someone no one cares about It seems to be a relief, but in fact is completely abandoned. 

Xi Yuancheng pushed her into the depths of the Dongfang family, only for their own insatiable greed and 

their beloved daughter’s future happiness, however, he is not worth it. 

As for Dongfang Mo Why did he chase her out of the Dongfang family? 

She could not figure it out, but of course, she did not feel the need to figure it out at all Thus, she looked 

at Dongfang Yu and said coldly, “I’m sorry, second young Master Dongfang. Your brother, Mr. Dongfang 

Mo, and I have nothing to do with each other now, so he has no right or right to interfere in my affairs. 

Whoever I marry, or whoever I don’t marry, it has nothing to do with him! ” 

After Mu Ru said this, she turned slightly and walked past Dongfang Yu. She quickly came to the door, 

took out the key, and opened the door. She took a step in and slammed the door shut with a backhand. 

She Shut Dongfang Yu right outside the door. 

Dongfang Yu stood outside the door and stared at the tightly shut door. His heart was filled with mixed 

feelings. Xi Muru was really going all out. She wasn’t even afraid of Dongfang Mo anymore. 

He couldn’t help but laugh when he thought of this. Xi Muru looked weak on the surface, but her 

personality wasn’t really one of submission. Thinking of her submissive and rebellious behavior in one 

inch ink city.. His heart started to feel uncomfortable again. 

Fine, Xi Muru did not want to see him, but he still had to think of a way to separate her and Zheng Yifan. 

No matter what, Zheng Yifan and he were cousins. He would never allow the two of them to be 

together. 

When he thought of this, he immediately turned around. Since Zheng Yifan was not at home, then he 

should be at the hospital. He would go to the hospital to find him. He had to stop this matter. 



Zheng Yifan had two surgeries today, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, so his phone had 

been switched off. When he came out of the operating room and opened his phone, he realized that 

there were a few missed calls. 

Of course, three of the missed calls were from the same person. It was his second cousin, Dongfang Yu. 

He frowned slightly. He and his second cousin, Dongfang Yu, were not very close. 

Dongfang Yu had an accident ten years ago because he was involved in a traffic jam in an underground 

gang organization. He fell off the cliff together with his car. At that time, Dongfang Yu had become a 

vegetable. 

At that time, he was still young. He looked like he was fourteen or fifteen years old. He lived in Hong 

Kong, so he did not have a close relationship with him. Occasionally, he would visit his relatives, but it 

was just a polite greeting. 

Chapter 222: I like her 

 

Two years ago, he graduated with a master’s degree and came to Binhai. At that time, Dongfang Yu was 

still in a vegetative state in the United States, so only his eldest cousin, Dongfang Mo, interacted with 

him. However, because Dongfang Mo was busy, he rarely met Dongfang Mo. The two of them were also 

very polite. 

Last year, Dongfang Mo was burned beyond recognition in a car accident. Later, he went to the United 

States for treatment and happened to wake up. However, he and Dongfang Yu had already been 

separated for ten years, so there was basically no need to talk about it anymore Hence, he did not use 

his private contact with Dongfang Yu. 

But what was going on today Dongfang Yu actually called him Could it be because of Mu Ru? 

Thinking of this, he instinctively frowned and immediately deleted the missed call. There was no need to 

call him back because he really could not think of anything else that Dongfang Yu wanted to talk to him 

about. 

Zheng Yifan thought that ignoring Dongfang Yu’s call meant that he did not have to interact with 

Dongfang Yu. However, he did not expect that when he got off work in the afternoon, Dongfang Yu was 

already waiting by his car. 

“second cousin, are you… waiting for me? ” Zheng Yifan was the first to speak. At the same time, he 

looked at her without fear … 

“I have something to talk to you about. ” Dongfang Yu did not beat around the Bush. He threw the half-

smoked cigarette in his hand onto the ground and extinguished it with his foot Then, he said plainly, “I 

heard that Xi Muru is staying at your house, so I thought it was necessary to come over and remind you 

that Xi Muru is not an ordinary girl. She… ” 

“could it be that she is not an ordinary girl? ” Zheng Yifan snatched Dongfang Yu’s words impatiently 

Then, he mocked, “second cousin, it depends on who this person is compared to. If Mu Ru is compared 



to those beggars by the roadside, she’s indeed not ordinary. But if she’s compared to your fianc��e, 

the mayor’s daughter, she’s really too ordinary. ” 

Dongfang Yu’s face immediately darkened He snorted coldly and said, “Zheng Yifan, don’t pretend to be 

crazy here. Let me tell you, I don’t care whether Xi Muru is ordinary or not in your heart. In short, she 

was once my… … Your eldest cousin’s wife is also your eldest cousin’s sister-in-law, so you and her.. … 

…” 

“The past is already in the past, ” Zheng Yifan interrupted Dongfang Yu impatiently He continued 

indifferently, “even though second cousin has been in bed for ten years, he should know what the 

marriage law says. Since Muru is already free, why can’t she and I be together? ” 

Dongfang Yu was stunned when he heard Zheng Yifan’s words, and then he immediately flew into a rage 

He could not help but growl, “of course not. There’s no need for so many whys. Xi Muru was once the 

first lady of the Dongfang family. You and the Dongfang family are cousins. Don’t you understand this 

logic? ” 

When Zheng Yifan saw that Yu was angry, he could not help but fly into a rage. His voice suddenly raised 

a few decibels as he growled, “second cousin, what kind of words are you saying? Big Cousin hasn’t even 

spoken yet. Is it your turn? ” 

“It’s not like you don’t know about big brother’s situation. ” Dongfang Yu suddenly became cold again. 

Then, he slowed down his voice and said, “this morning, big brother called me. He said that he heard 

from aunt gu about you and Mu ru last night. He asked me to tell you… ” 

“No need to tell him, ” Zheng Yifan interrupted Dongfang Yu coldly As he opened the car door and got 

into the car, he snorted coldly and said, “since I brought her to the Dongfang family to attend the Dinner 

Party last night, I’ve mentally prepared myself. I like her and I want to marry her. At most, I’ll never 

associate with your Dongfang family in the future. ” 

As he finished speaking, he slammed the car door and quickly drove out, completely ignoring Dongfang 

Yu who was still standing beside him. 

Chapter 223 girls living on the streets 

 

Mu Ru helped Zheng Yifan prepare the honey prawns before she left. Of course, she didn’t have much 

luggage. She only had a few sets of clothes, a few books, and her own identification card. She only 

needed to pack a medium-sized luggage. 

Actually, she had originally planned to move to Cheng Feier’s place in two days. Who knew that 

Dongfang Yu would come knocking on her door today? She didn’t really care about Dongfang Yu. After 

all, she was barefoot and wasn’t afraid of wearing shoes. 

However, Zheng Yifan was different. She knew this very well. She was once the First Lady of the 

Dongfang family and Dongfang Mo’s wife. This was an undeniable fact. 

And the worst thing wasn’t that she was kicked out by Dongfang Mo. it was that she was pregnant with 

an illegitimate child in one inch Mo city and had incest with Dongfang Yu. 



If Dongfang Yu told Zheng Yifan about this matter, she didn’t know how Zheng Yifan would look at her. 

As for herself, she probably didn’t have the face to raise her head in front of Zheng Yifan, right? 

She picked up her luggage and walked on the street. It was evening and it was raining. She did not bring 

an umbrella and could only walk along the eaves of the street. Her clothes were a little thin and the 

evening wind blew, making her shiver in the cold. 

It was dinner time, and the aroma of dishes drifted from the restaurant next door. In fact, she could 

have had some food at Zheng Yifan’s place before she left, but it had taken a long time to prepare the 

honey shrimp, so she was afraid that Zheng Yifan would come back from work and she would not be 

able to leave So she hurriedly picked up her luggage and left. 

The rain was pitter-patter, and the wind was constantly blowing. Because of her period, her lower 

abdomen felt extremely cold, and the pain became obvious. 

The most important thing now was to find a place to stay. Other than Cheng Feier, there were a few 

other classmates in her phone, but those classmates rarely interacted with her. The main reason was 

that she used to come home every day after school to help mother Wang She had almost never played 

with her classmates, so everyone was very unfamiliar with her. She also didn’t know the family situation 

of those classmates. 

It was not that she did not have any money on her. In fact, after Zheng Yifan bought her some honey 

today, he still had a few tens of yuan left. When he left, he was in a hurry, so he forgot to leave it for 

him. 

With a few tens of yuan, it was also possible to find the simplest private hotel to stay in, because there 

were underground hotels that only cost 20 yuan a night. 

However, this little bit of money probably could not last two nights. After it was used up, there really 

was not a single cent left. 

However, looking up at the rain that was getting heavier and heavier, looking at her wet clothes and her 

lower abdomen that was getting more and more painful, she finally gritted her teeth and decided to first 

find a cheap hotel to stay in, and then start looking for a job the next day Although there were fewer job 

openings at the end of the year, there were still job openings, weren’t there? 

There were cheap private hotels in the remote alleys of any city, and it was the same for Binhai. 

Therefore, after Mu ru asked a few people, she finally found the cheapest underground hotel, which was 

20 yuan per night. 

The so-called cheap, of course, was not a room with all kinds of supporting facilities, but a room that 

could fit a bed. As for the bathroom, it was at the end of the corridor and was communal. 

Of course, she did not care about this. She put down her luggage and changed into dry clothes. Then, 

she went to the small shop next to the hotel and bought a $1 bread and a $1 bottle of distilled water to 

settle her dinner. 

Chapter 224 flower market florists 

 



Binhai’s annual flower market opened in the week before the Spring Festival, and Binhai’s largest flower 

market was none other than Binhai Perfume Bay flower market. 

Once it was near Spring, the flower market would be packed with people, coming and going as if they 

were going to a temple fair in ancient times. And in a very beautiful blue shed, in this shed that mainly 

sold Phalaenopsis.. We saw a familiar figure, who was busy introducing the various advantages of 

Phalaenopsis to the guests. 

That’s right, this person was Xi Muru, a young girl who was living on the streets. She stayed in that small 

hotel for one night and went out to look for a job the next morning. 

It was close to spring, and it was actually not easy to find a job. Not to mention long-term jobs, even 

temporary jobs were rare. She found this temporary job when she happened to walk to the door of a 

flower shop to take shelter from the rain after walking for a day. 

At that time, the lady boss of the flower shop was sorrowfully telling the boss that a worker had to go 

back to his hometown in advance. The train tickets had been booked, and the flower market would 

open tomorrow. Now that there was a severe shortage of manpower, she did not know where to look 

for people. 

Mu Ru was stunned when she heard this and immediately walked in. She quickly said that she was 

looking for a job and asked the lady boss if she could do it? 

The lady boss looked at her and said that she could do it, but she was looking for a temporary worker 

because that worker would still come after the Spring Festival. She was only looking for people at the 

flower market for these seven days. When the flower market ended on the afternoon of the New Year’s 

Eve, she would not need people anymore. 

Mu Ru quickly said that it did not matter. She would also do temporary workers. Since she had nothing 

to do, it would be good if she could earn some money for the New Year. 

Therefore, the lady boss gave her this temporary worker because she didn’t provide her with a place to 

eat and live, and because it was difficult to find people during the Spring Festival. Therefore, the lady 

boss was quite generous and gave her a daily salary of 160 yuan. 

Mu Ru cherished this job very much. Because of the high salary, although it cost her 20 yuan to stay in a 

small hotel every day and 20 yuan to eat and drink, she still had 120 yuan left every day. 

She worked seven days and could save up to 800 yuan. It was enough for her to last until the end of the 

Spring Festival holiday. When that time came, she could still find some money to do work. 

Thus, Mu Ru came to work the next morning. She grew up with the maid, mother Wang. She was able to 

endure hardships and work steadily. It was also because she was studying art Therefore, she knew more 

about how the flowers and plants at home worked. Usually, two-thirds of the guests she received would 

buy the flowers and plants she introduced. 

In just half a day, the lady boss liked her very much. Xi Muru could sell more flowers than other workers, 

and the price would not be too high. Therefore, Mu Ru should have taken care of lunch herself However, 

because the lady boss was satisfied with her work, the lady boss said that she would take care of lunch. 



Mu Ru still stayed in the small hotel. She left early and returned late every day. Fortunately, she was 

able to adapt well. In less than two days, she was able to adapt to the work of a flower market flower 

seller and was able to do it with ease. 

On the morning of the 28th day of the 12th lunar month, she was still prepared to leave at seven o’clock 

according to the usual schedule. Because this small hotel was still twenty minutes away from the flower 

market, she had to leave early. 

However, as soon as she arrived at the entrance of the hotel, the lady boss stopped her and said to her 

apologetically, “I’m sorry, but I have to go back to my hometown for the New Year during the Spring 

Festival, so the hotel will be closed for ten days and I have to find another place to stay. “. 

Chapter 225 flower sellers without a place to stay 

 

Mu Ru originally thought that she could spend the Spring Festival in this small hotel quietly, but she 

never expected that she would be kicked out on the 28th day of the twelfth lunar month, leaving her 

with no place to stay. 

Because she was in a hurry to go to the flower market to work, Mu Ru did not have time to look for a 

place to stay, so she picked up her suitcase and daily necessities and went straight to the flower market 

She thought that when the flower market closed in the evening, she would look for a place that still had 

a cheap hotel that was open for business. 

In fact, the flower market had only started for two or three days, so the workload was not very heavy. 

There were not many people who came to buy flowers, but when it entered the 28th day of the 12th 

month of the lunar calendar, the workload increased because many people had concentrated on buying 

flowers in these two or three days. 

When Mu ru came to work with her suitcase, the lady boss was also deeply surprised. She took 

advantage of her free time to ask her what was going on. Only then did mu ru say that she had no place 

to stay and that she would wait until the night before looking for a small hotel to stay. 

When the lady boss heard her words, she could not help but feel a little sympathetic towards her. So she 

quickly said that the Spring Festival was a holiday here and that the workers in the nursery grounds 

would go home. If she did not mind, she could temporarily stay in their staff dormitory Anyway, the 

dormitory was empty. 

Mu Ru thanked the lady boss again and again. She even said that she wanted the lady boss to calculate 

some room money or something. 

The lady boss just smiled and said, “don’t thank me. The main thing is that I am very satisfied with your 

work. Let’s not talk about room money. Just help me sell a few pots of flowers and you will have 

everything. “. 

Thus, Mu Ru let out a long sigh of relief. Although her work was short-lived and her residence was also 

short-lived, in the end, when it was near Spring, it was already very satisfying for her to have a job and a 

place to shelter herself from the wind and rain. 



The Chinese custom was to get rid of the old and replace them with new ones during the new year. 

Therefore, not only did families have to buy flowers and plants back, companies of all sizes also agreed 

to pay attention to it. Of course, rich families paid even more attention to it. 

On the 29th day of the 12th lunar month, it was already evening. There were already very few tourists. 

Mu Ru and another employee were helping to arrange the flowers and plants that had not been sold yet 

because the door had to be locked at night. 

“Mu Ru, ” The lady boss walked in and said to her, “don’t arrange the two pots of butterfly orchids. Just 

now, the owner of Yuntian hotel called and said that he wanted two pots of butterfly orchids. He 

wanted people to feel that he had sent them over. You can send these two pots over. ” 

“Didn’t Yuntian hotel send them over once today? ” Mu Ru asked with some doubt, “I sent them over 

with Ah Mei this afternoon. At that time, I called a small truck and sent a total of 20 pots. ” 

“Yes, I know that, ” The lady boss explained with a smile, “but the owner of Yuntian hotel said that he 

has 22 luxurious rooms. During the New Year, each room will have a pot of butterfly orchids to make the 

guests feel at home. Now, there are still two pots left. Hurry up and send them over to him. ” 

“But… ” Mu ru hesitated for a moment, then looked at another colleague beside her and asked in a low 

voice, “Um, can I do it alone? The Phalaenopsis is so expensive, I’m afraid… ” 

“I can do it alone. ” The lady boss smiled and gave her 100 yuan, saying, “take a taxi. Ah Mei’s home is in 

the suburbs, far from here. If you let her send you there, it will be difficult to take a taxi. You live in our 

company’s dormitory, in the city. Even if you take a taxi back, it will not cost you much. ” 

Mu Ru did not say anything else because the lady boss was telling the truth. Ah Mei’s situation was 

similar to hers. They were not rich people, but AH MEI was happier than her because Ah Mei had 

parents, even though their parents were ordinary workers The family was not well-off either. 

Chapter 226 I am not Xi Muxue 

 

Mu Ru and ah Mei moved the two pots of butterfly orchids to the side of the road. Ah Mei waved at her 

and left because she had to go to the bus stop 500 meters away to take a bus home while she waited for 

a taxi at the entrance of the flower market. 

Fortunately, there were many taxis in Binhai. Mu Ru didn’t have to wait for more than a few minutes 

before they arrived. Yun Tian Hotel was also in the center of the city. It wasn’t very far from the flower 

market, so they arrived within ten minutes. 

After paying the taxi fare, they moved the two pots of butterfly orchids to the entrance of the hotel. 

They asked the security guard to take a look at them, then moved them into the lobby according to the 

address provided by the lady boss. 

When the front desk clerk saw her move the Phalaenopsis, she was very surprised. She said that the 

hotel already had enough of the Phalaenopsis. Why did she move the Phalaenopsis again? 

Mu Ru quickly said that her boss had called to send it over. The front desk clerk quickly called the boss 

Then, she smiled and said, “that’s right. The boss did order two pots of Phalaenopsis, but it’s not going 



to be placed in the hotel room. It’s going to be placed in the dragon-tiger pavilion at the back. Hurry up 

and send it to the dragon-tiger Pavilion. ” 

DRAGON-TIGER PAVILION? 

Mu Ru did not know where it was. After the guidance of the front desk clerk, she found out that there 

was a small but ancient-style courtyard 300 meters behind the Yuntian hotel. It was called the dragon-

tiger pavilion, but it was very hidden The guests who usually stayed in hotels did not know about it. 

From the hotel to the dragon-tiger pavilion at the back, they had to go through a narrow alley. Because 

it was night time, the light in the alley was dim, so it looked particularly deep and narrow. 

Mu Ru carried the butterfly orchid and walked forward. The deep and narrow alley was scary because 

she was the only one in it. She had always been brave, but she did not know if it was because she was 

tired. Her heart beat faster and faster. 

Finally, they arrived at the dragon-tiger pavilion. Looking at the scene of the Dragon and tiger fighting on 

the courtyard door, she vaguely felt that this should not be a hotel or something. It was probably… … 

Before she could finish her estimation, the courtyard door opened. Seeing the Phalaenopsis in her hand, 

the security guard did not say a word. He directly pointed to the large room behind and said 

indifferently, “send it to the Tiger pavilion to find master Leng. “. 

Xiao Su did not know who master Leng was, but she still knew the word “Tiger pavilion. ” So she carried 

the Phalaenopsis to the Tiger pavilion. Seeing that the door was closed, she put down the Phalaenopsis 

and politely knocked on the door. 

“Come in, the door is not locked! ” A low voice sounded. 

Mu Ru hesitated for a moment, but she still pushed the door open with her hand. Then she picked up 

the butterfly orchid and walked into the room. As she walked, she asked, “where should I put these 

flowers for you? Just behind the door… ” 

A clear sound came from above Mu Ru’s head and interrupted her words. She let go of the Butterfly 

Orchid in her hand and turned around instinctively However, she saw a man with a full beard holding a 

stick as thick as an arm standing in front of her with a fierce look. 

“Who are you? Why did you hit me? ” Mu Ru asked nervously as she rubbed the big bump on her head. 

“Hehe, Xi Muxue, you acted really well, didn’t you? ” The man with a full beard laughed coldly He 

pinched her Chin and scoffed, “did you think that I wouldn’t be able to find you just because you 

pretended to be a flower seller? You want to take 50 million for yourself? Aren’t you looking down on 

me, Leng Leiting? ” 

“I’M NOT XI MUXUE! ” Mu Ru used both her hands to push away the big hand that was pinching her 

chin. Then, she took a step back and endured the pain on her head. She used her hands to lift up the 

bangs on her forehead, revealing the ugly birthmark She said loudly, “Mr. Leng, look carefully. I’m not 

the XI MUXUE YOU’RE LOOKING FOR! ” 

Chapter 227 was all caused by the twins 



 

“You’RE NOT XI Muxue? ” Leng Leiting obviously did not believe Mu Ru’s words. He snorted coldly and 

said, “Xi Muxue, do you think you can trick me by drawing a picture on your forehead? You’re 

underestimating me, Leng Leiting. ” 

“I didn’t draw this. I was born with it. This is a birthmark, ” Mu ru quickly explained Her voice became 

more urgent. “Mr. Leng, if you don’t believe me, you can use soap water to wash it. If it’s a picture 

drawn, the soap water can wash it off. ” 

The bearded Leng Leiting used his hand to grab the fringe on her forehead and looked at it seriously for 

a while. Then, he was worried. He even took out a dagger and scratched Mu Ru’s birthmark. He knew 

that it would bleed, so he finally confirmed that it was natural and not drawn. 

“If you’re not Xi Muxue, why do you look exactly like Xi Muxue? ” Leng leiting still had no intention of 

letting her go. “Besides, your voice is very similar to hers. ” 

“because Xi Muxue and I are twin sisters, ” Mu ru quickly explained “It’s just that I have a birthmark 

since I was young, so my father disdained to take me out, so the people outside have only seen Xi 

Muxue and not me. As for the sound of her voice, it’s probably because she’s a twin. ” 

“Twin Sisters? ” Leng leiting laughed when he heard this, then he nodded and said, “very good. Even 

though you’re not Xi Muxue, it’s fine if you’re Xi Muxue’s sister. Hurry up and tell me, where is Xi Muxue 

Now? ” 

“I don’t know. ” Mu Ru shook her head and looked at the man with a full beard. She said very honestly, 

“Xi Muxue and I haven’t seen each other for two months. Ever since the XI family closed down, I don’t 

know where she went… ” 

“Are you kidding me? ” Leng leiting interrupted Mu ru coldly. Then, he snorted coldly and said, “Xi Muru, 

hurry up and tell me where Xi Muxue is. Otherwise, you’ll never come back today. ” 

When Mu ru heard this, she could not help but raise her voice and shout, “Mr. Leng, you’re too much. I 

don’t even know you. Why are you forcing me to stay here? ” 

“because you’re Xi Muxue’s sister, ” Leng Leiting explained expressionlessly. Then, he waved his hand 

and said, “hurry up and tell me where Xi Muxue is. Otherwise, don’t blame me for being merciless. ” 

“I don’t know, ” Mu ru still said truthfully. She looked at Leng Leiting and practically begged, “I really 

don’t know. If I knew where she was, I would have gone to look for her long ago. I wouldn’t have ended 

up on the streets, would I? ” 

Mu Ru’s words were all true, but unfortunately, they fell into Leng Leiting’s ears and became a complete 

cover-up. He would never believe that sisters did not communicate or talk on the phone. 

“I want to show you a little bit of power. I guess you won’t say it, ” Leng Leiting said Then, he waved the 

wooden stick in his hand and said, “I was supposed to knock your head open, but your mouth grew to 

your head. I was hoping that you would tell me Xi Muxue’s address, so I won’t knock your head. Where 

should I knock? ” 



Mu Ru instinctively stepped back. The wooden stick in Leng Leiting’s hand was as thick as an arm. It was 

very smooth and had snake patterns on it. It was obvious that it was a stick used to hit people. 

“You’re not going to say anything, are you? ” Leng Leiting saw that she only stepped back and did not 

say anything, so the wooden stick quickly fell on her legs. At the same time, he shouted, “then I’ll break 

your legs first so that you won’t be able to walk out of this room from now on. ” 

Chapter 228 the origins of the bracelet 

 

“How much does Xi Muxue owe you exactly? ” Mu Ru shouted almost the moment the wooden stick fell, 

and this voice coincidentally stopped the wooden stick in Leng Leiting’s hand from landing on her leg. 

The wooden stick in Leng Leiting’s hand stopped abruptly in the air. Then, he looked at Xi Muru who had 

retreated to a corner with nowhere to retreat. The corners of his mouth curled into a smile as he said, 

“should I have asked this a long time ago? ” 

As Leng Leiting spoke, he put away the wooden stick Then, he shrugged his shoulders and said, “actually, 

that woman Xi Muxue didn’t owe me much because she and I each invested 10 million to gamble. Then, 

the two of US won a total of 50 million, which was 70 million with interest. I’m a very fair person. I said I 

would split it equally. She was supposed to give me 35 million, but she took the money and ran away, 

and now… “. “…”. “…” 

Leng leiting stopped here and then quickly took out a mini-computer from his body. He waved his 

fingers on the mini-computer. Two minutes later.. He said coldly, “plus a month and a half of interest, Xi 

Muxue should pay me 40,000,250,000 yuan. I’m a generous person, so I don’t need the change. Can you 

just give me 40,000,000 yuan? ” 

“40,000,000 yuan? ” Mu Ru’s eyes were as wide as Tongzi. She looked at the bearded man in front of 

her and shook her head. Then, she opened her arms and showed him the wallet inside. 

“Mr. Leng, I only have 400 yuan here, and I earned it from doing odd jobs at the flower market these 

few days… ” 

“Xi Muru, take 400 yuan and give me 40 million. Do you think this kind of joke is very funny? ” Leng 

Leiting immediately kicked her ugly duckling’s Wallet Away. 

“I’m not joking. ” Mu Ru quickly went up to pick up the wallet again, then looked at Leng Leiting She said 

pitifully, “Mr. Leng, I really don’t have any money. I really don’t know where Xi Muxue is. If I had money, 

I would definitely give it to you. If I knew where Xi Muxue is, I would also… ” 

Mu Ru stopped there because he noticed that Leng Leiting’s eyes were fixed on her wrist, so she 

instinctively pulled her hand back into her sleeve. 

“where did you get this chain? ” Leng Leiting was obviously interested in the very inconspicuous thin 

chain on her wrist because his voice had changed when he asked this question. 

Where did the chain come from? 

Mu Ru was slightly stunned, then she looked at her wrist. There really was a chain on her wrist. 



She remembered now that this chain was actually given to her by Dongfang Mo.. 

It was on the third day after she married Dongfang Mo. Dongfang Yu accompanied her to her home. 

Then, her mother, Lin Xinyue, gave her a jade bracelet. At that time, she was wearing it on her wrist. 

However, Dongfang Mo saw it that night. He only said that he did not like the color, so she did not wear 

the jade bracelet. A few days later, when he shut her up tightly for her to carry documents, he saw that 

her wrist was bare So, he threw this chain to her, saying that this chain was small and suitable for her 

wrist to wear. 

This chain was too ordinary and did not have any special features. However, Dongfang Mo said that it 

looked good on her, but in fact, he wanted her to wear it. Therefore, she put it on at that time and never 

took it off. 

In the past, she did not dare to take it off in one inch ink city. Later, when she left one inch ink city, she 

forgot to take it off because of habit. At this time, when Leng Leiting asked, she noticed the thin chain 

on her wrist. 

Chapter 229: The chain was given to me by Dongfang Mo. 

 

“Let me ask you, where did you get this chain? ” Leng Leiting saw that she was unwilling to tell him, so 

he couldn’t help but raise his voice a few decibels. 

“someone gave it to me, ” Mu ru answered calmly. She looked at Leng Leiting and said, “If you think this 

chain is worth 40 million, then you can take it. Anyway, it doesn’t matter whether I wear it on my wrist 

or not. ” 

“Hahaha, ” Leng Leiting couldn’t help but laugh. He looked at the chain on Xi Muru’s wrist Then, he said 

sarcastically, “Xi Muru, just now you said you didn’t know where Xi Muxue is. Why is this chain on your 

wrist now Aren’t you trying to deceive me If she doesn’t have a good relationship with you, why would 

she give you this chain?” 

“This chain wasn’t given to me by Xi Muxue, ” Mu ru felt that Leng leiting was being unreasonable Thus, 

she said impatiently, “this chain was given to me by that neither human nor Ghost Dongfang Mo. it has 

nothing to do with Xi Muxue. ” 

“What? ” This time, it was Leng Leiting’s turn to be shocked. He took a step back and asked in disbelief, 

“Xi Muru, what did you say just now? Who gave you the chain? ” 

“Dongfang Mo, ” Mu ru repeated impatiently. Leng Leiting’s hearing was fine just now, but now he could 

not hear clearly anymore. 

“Why did Dongfang Mo give you this chain? ” Leng Leiting was even more surprised He looked at Xi 

Muru and shook his head. “No, you’re lying. Dongfang MO usually doesn’t go out, so how could you 

possibly see Dongfang Mo? ” “Even if you went to the Dongfang family as Xi Muxue’s sister, Dongfang 

Mo wouldn’t give you this chain and not Xi Muxue, right? ” 

“Why would I lie? ” Mu Ru was anxious to leave, so she couldn’t help but say irritably, “what’s there to 

lie about? I used to be Dongfang Mo’s wife, how could I not see him? ” 



“You’re Dongfang Mo’s wife? ” Leng Leiting was getting more and more curious. He couldn’t help but 

ask, “Then what about Xi Muxue? Didn’t Dongfang Mo Marry Xi Muxue? ” 

“Dongfang Mo looks like he’s neither human nor ghost. Do you think a selfish woman like Xi muxue 

would marry him? ” Mu Ru’s mouth was already dry from talking She said a little helplessly, “back then, 

my father, Xi Yuancheng, felt too sorry for his precious daughter, Xi Muxue, so he asked me to marry 

Dongfang Mo instead of Xi Muxue. So I had the chance to meet Dongfang Mo, and then I got this chain. 

” 

Of course, the Xi family and the Dongfang family were not things that could be explained in a few words. 

Leng Leiting and she did not know each other, so she did not need to explain it to him in detail. She just 

needed to let him know that this chain was given to her by Dongfang Mo.. 

“Dongfang Mo actually gave this chain to you? I really did not see it. ” The bearded Leng Leiting reached 

out his hand and grabbed Mu Ru’s wrist. With a little force, he removed the thin chain from her wrist. 

Mu Ru did not see how valuable the chain was. Since it was taken away by Leng Leiting, she took it 

away. Seeing that Leng Leiting was studying the chain carefully, she could not help but ask, “then, Mr. 

Leng, can I leave now? ” 

“leave? Where do you want to go? ” Leng leiting looked at her coldly. The corners of his mouth curled 

into a sneer. “Xi Muru, are you really that naive to think that this chain is worth 40 million? ” 

“Then what are you going to do to me? ” Mu Ru was so angry that tears were coming out. She could not 

help but growl, “I don’t owe you money. What right do you have to keep me here? ” 

Chapter 230: Dongfang Mo is rich 

 

“On what basis? ” Leng leiting laughed He played with the chain with one hand and scoffed, “on the 

basis that you’re Xi Muxue’s sister. Haven’t you heard of the saying? A father’s debt is paid by his son, 

and a brother’s debt is paid by his brother. As for you and Xi Muxue, of course, it’s a sister’s debt. ” 

“I don’t have any money. I only have 400 yuan and the chain in your hand. If you like it, take it, ” Xi Muru 

could not help but shout loudly. 

She was really furious. Wasn’t she unlucky enough to be XI MUXUE’S SISTER When she was young, she 

was Xi Muxue’s scapegoat. When she grew up, she was forced to be her substitute and marry the 

disfigured Dongfang Mo. now, she had no connection with Xi Muxue at all However, Xi Muxue had taken 

her money and ran away. Was this person unreasonable enough to ask her for it? 

“I know you don’t have money. ” Leng Leiting was very dissatisfied with her sudden shout. Then, he 

looked at her and snorted coldly. “It doesn’t matter if you don’t have money. Doesn’t Dongfang Mo 

have it? I’ll ask Dongfang Mo to go. ” 

“I have nothing to do with Dongfang Mo anymore, ” Mu ru quickly explained the truth to him. “Xi 

Empire’s bankruptcy and the Xi family’s collapse were actually all caused by Dongfang Mo. the reason he 

did this was all because my father, Xi Yuancheng, used me, this ugly freak, to replace Xi Muxue and 

marry him. He felt humiliated. Do you think he would still exchange money for me? ” 



Leng Leiting frowned when he heard Xi Muxue’s words. It seemed like Xi Muxue’s words made some 

sense. If Xi Empire’s bankruptcy and the XI family’s complete collapse were indeed caused by Xi Muru 

replacing Xi Muxue to marry him, then.. Xi Muru, this woman, should not be worth a single cent in 

Dongfang Mo’s heart. 

But if XI Muru really was not worth a single cent in Dongfang Mo’s heart, then why would he give this 

chain to Xi Muru This made him feel like something was very strange again. 

“I will investigate what you said, ” Leng Leiting’s face was cold as his sharp gaze landed on Mu Ru. He 

scoffed coldly and said, “but before your words are verified, I will not let you leave, so… ” 

Leng leiting suddenly waved his hand and shouted towards the door, “men, take this woman to the old 

place and lock her up. ” 

“Yes! ” With two crisp and clear sounds, the door was pushed open. Two young men in black clothes 

with shaved heads and expressionless robots walked in. They saw mu ru not making a sound and strode 

towards her First, they forced a towel into mu ru’s mouth. Then, they covered Mu Ru’s head with a black 

cloth bag. Then, one person on each side grabbed mu Ru’s left and right arms and pulled her back 

forcefully. Finally, they pushed mu ru towards the door. 

Of course, Mu Ru struggled with all her strength. However, her little strength was like an egg hitting a 

stone in the hands of the two robot-like men in black. It was completely useless. 

She also thought of screaming for help. However, her mouth was blocked, so she had no choice but to 

let the two men push her forward. A few minutes later, she was carried into a car. 

The reason why she knew it was a car was because she heard the sound of the car door opening and 

closing. At the same time, she heard the sound of the car starting and felt her body moving along with 

the car. 

 


